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Skating rinkstudents out
RICHARD GOLDIN
Within the next two

ask different

a student body which is too
lazy to care. The building
will be called a skating
rink.
We are being told that
deal

of student input into the
decision making process concerning the rink, and that

there is broad based student
support for it. But this is
a deception. In actuality,
it is really only certain
members of the administra-

tion. and a handful of students

who want

what they want,

and then they proceed to

years a huge structure will
be constructed
on some
portion of this campus. The
building will stand as a
monument to an administration
which doesn't know how to
order its priorities,
and to

there has been a great

in advance

the cold
groups how

they feel about the issue.
If a certain group disagrees
with the administration's
decision, then this group

is told that their role is
merely consultative and they
thus have no decision
making powers. If, however,
a group agrees with the
administration's
decision,
then the administration

immediately declares that
this group had a large impact on the decision, and
thus the process is open.

made four recommendations,
the last of which reads,
"The construction of a skating rink which must operate
on a self-sufficient
or
profit making basis". And so,
Mr. Ames would claim, the
decision favorable to the
skating rink was made, in
part, because students requested it.
But there is more here

than meets the eye. If one
continues on with the report,
one finds some interesting

reading. Under the heading

The result of all this is
that the administration gets

"Facilities" the Committee
recommended the following,

what it wants, and any sort
of student input is reduced
to a facade which functions

be moved to Palmer

only to placate the student
body.
This is precisely

this rink,

under the heading "Physical
Education" the Committee

what

"The Student Center should
Library

once the building (as a
library) has been vaca t ed,"
This plan, however, is np
longer under consideration.

Under the heading of "Dining

and they are willing to ma-

is happenning with the

nipulate

order to obtain their goal.
Trying to sort out how

skating rink. In discussing
the decision making process
for the rink President Ames

Facilities" the Committee
recommended the following,
~ •. In order to facilitate

the decision was made that
we needed a skating rink is

was quick to point out that

a difficult process. The
reason for this is that the

rink had been put forth by
the Student-Trustee Committee (which reports to the
Board of Trustees) and that

other undergraduates,
as well
as professors and graduate

student

opinion

in

way that decisions are
actually made on this campus'

has very little to do with
the process the administration would like us to believe is used. In reality,
administration

members

decide

comments

favorable

if one looked

to the

at past min-

utes one would undoubtedly
find these comments.
And.
indeed. M~. Ames w~s Rorrectl

in a report dated April 1975

payment by day students and
students. a 21-14-10 day meal
plan or a five lunch meal
plan should be offered.
We
II

have yet to see such a plan.
Obviously, the administration chose to listen to
certain portions of the
Committee~ recommendations

and to ignore others. One of
the biggest problems ~ith
the proposed skati~g rink is
that it is so large that
it really doesn't fit anywhere on this campus. The
students who recommended a

skating rink back in 1975
could have had no idea of the
problems

such a recommenda~

tion would entail. The
Student Trustee Committee
discusses issues which involve all areas of campus

life. It is .impossibe for
them to consider

each recom-

mendation in detail.

And

yet. Mr. Ames is quick to
point to this committee as

a major factor in the decision making process.
There is, however, a
committee which has been

{Jontinned on p.ll
thefts

(story inside)

pa~~enumber two

Fines
All of us, students, faculty, and administration dread
the po~sibility ?f a major fire occurring on this ~ampus.
'I'he pr i ce ~ha~ rni.gh t have to be paid for such a disaster •.
In.both bU;ldlng damage and human life, is staggering. But
~h~s.doe?n t mean that we should rush headlong into
lnst1tutlng some policy on fire vandalism just for the
sake of having a program.
The main poin~ ?f the. fire vandalism program being
pushed by the Adm1.n1stratlon revolves around the idea of
floor fines. If an act of fire vandalism occurs and the
culprit cannot be found, then the whole floor will be
Tined one hundred and fifty dollars. The type of acts
whlch.fall under the head~ng of "fire vandalism",according
to.thls program, have a wlde range. They include such
thl~gS ~s emptyi~g fire extinguishers, removing the auto~at~c pln.fro~ flre doors, and damaging exit signs. While
lt 18 ~ flne ~dea to att~mpt to do something about fire
vandallsffi,thlS program 1S both unworkable and unfair.
The Administration is in such a rush to institute this
policy that many details have been overlooked or left
ambiguous. Because of this the Student Government
Association has asked the Administration to delay the
effective date of the program. The S.G.A. would like to
see to it that all fire equipment is marked as to dorm and
floor of origin in order to prevent the moving around of
such items as fire extinguishers. In addition, the Judiciary Board is unsure of its role and would like its
"place in the system" clarified.
But even with the clarification of these details, the
S. G.A. has failed to "come to grips" with the inherent
unfairness in the idea of floor fines. The Administration
would like us to believe that by distributing a fine
among all members of the floor everyone is equally
sharing the burden. But this is simply not the case. To
some students paying a ten dollar portion of the fine is
a great hardship, while to others the amount means nothing.
wha't this program ends up saying is that if you're poor
and have to watch your pennies, then be careful. You'd
better be on a constant lookout for potential vandals, and
of course don't try any vandalism yo~rself.
But if you're "well-off" then the situation is completely different. 'rhen "it's only ten dollars", so why
bother to care. You can even feel fr~e to commit fire
vandalism yourself, as long as you don't get caught.
'l'hefact is that most fire vandalism occurs at times
when no one sees the actual incident. Thus the thrust of
the program is not so much on catching the culprit, as it
is on the idea that an individual will refrain from vandalizing fire equipment since he knows he will have to
pay at least a portion of the fine. But each of us does
not feel the monetary burden equally, and the program of
floor fines is inherently biased in favor of those who
are "well-off".
Uhen discussing this program, the Administration
speaks in lofty terms of saving human life. But for such
a lofty goal, there always seems to be the same crude
answer: money.
:he Administration admits that fire vandalism has been
abating this semester. Perhaps the Providenc~ co~lege fire
has taught us something. We read about the flr~ ln the
news heard about it on television, and some of us knew
frie~ds who were involved in it. What is needed now is an
extensive dorm program to drive the point home~ students
have now seen, up close, what the results ?f flre vandalism may be, and thus this problem may flnally be
erid i ng ,

.Jhether a true dorm program will actually work is hard
'to say. But it is a fair program which involves each
student equally. We should at least try this before we
resort to the dollar as the answer to all our problems.
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Senior
speaker
selection-----------BARBARA FRIED
On Sunday, May 28, commencement e~ercises will be

held for the Connecticut
College Class of 1978. This
year's

graduation

speaker

will be Mr. Henry Steele
Commager.
Mr. Commager is
an eminent historian and
educator.
He holds an impressive record of accomplishments and is highly regarded in his field.
He has
taught at various universities and has written several

books. The class of 1978
shall be privileged to have
him address them.
The process of choosing
a graduation
speaker is a
long and involved one.
Ideally, it begins in the
spring of the prospective
graduates'
junior year.
Lists of desired speakers
are drawn up and distributed
to the members of the class.
The class then votes on
which speakers it would most
like to hear.
Names which

as early as
her maximum
them.
Famed
are engaged

possible to give
time to contac~
personalities
far in advance of

the dates for which they are
to speak.
It is only unfortunate that at times, when
the date finally comes, this
personality may be otherwise
occupied with something

which they feel takes precedence.
Finding a speaker
later in the year may be unnerving, but could alleviate
the problem.
Either way, a
speaker will be present at
graduation.
Without fail, every year
there are complaints about

the chmice of the speaker.
Some students feel that if
there were more administrative concern about the speaker selected, more notables

might be obtained.

Students

wonder why other colleges
are addressed by more prominent personages.
There are
several reasons.

has become distinguished in
his field or to someone who
has given a grea~ deal (not
necessarily money) to Connecticut College.
.
It becomes obvious then,

that Connecticut College
cannot attract personalities
in tune with those that frequent larger institutions.

Students often complain that
the administration doesn't
care enough about who the
graduation speaker is.
Judging from the policies
used in obtaining a speaker,

it is clear that this allegat~on is not entirely false.
Seniors feel that the administration might send out invitations earlier, and soli-

cit (entreat) the invitee
more persistantly. They feci
that the school could ,engage
in the politics of the game
more heavily to lure a personality.
Year upon year
the complaints are repeated
and the administratfuon con-

"'ear upon year the ~omplaints

are

typically appear at the top
of the long list are personalities which the school
cannot pursue.
For example,

repeated and the administration

Woody Allen has occupied the

~ontinnes

number
years.

one slot for several
Celebrities such as

M:. Allen simply demand too
hlgh a fee for their appearance to seriously warrant
consideration
of an invitation by this co Lf.ege,
For each name which the
school seeks, an invitation

signed by President Ames
must be sent.
This is
responsibility
of Mrs.
Bredeson, Assistant to
President .. Before any
tation is sent, she is

the
Jane
the
invito

consult the President of the
Senior class and the CO~G:
mencement Chairman.
The pr~
cess is painstaking,
for only one letter may be sent at
a time.
A deadline is set
for the invitee's response,

and then follows a period of
nonaction and waiting.
Often the invitee does not
even extend the school the
ca~rtesy of responding.

ThlS delays the sending of
another invitation, but
thepe are no means of avoiding this predicament.
Two
invitations
can never be out
at anyone
time or an embarassing situation could ensue.
Thus, the final choice

of &peaker may take months.
Mrs. Bredeson appreciat~
the list of proposed speakers

with its established

Connecticut College offers a standard fee to each
speaker.
It is not an overWhelming sum, and is probab-

ly considerably less than
larger schools pay. The
money

is set aside from the

yearly budget and never exceeds this specified amount.
The school incurs many expenses during the graduation
exercises, and will not
shift them in order to encourage a specific speaker.

Often, Connecticut College
depends on the contacts of
a member of the college
community in seeking a
speaker.
Besides the financial benefits accruing to
this method, the personal
ties make the speaker's
commitment to be present
more firm.
Larger universities are

also known to attract big
names through the granting
of honorary degreesG
Connecticut College does not
use this strategy either.
It has never awarded any

honora~y degrees.
related

dispensation

The only
is the

awarding of the Connecticut
College Medal. This goes to
some deserving

alumnus

who

system."

tinues with its established
system.
Another side to this
seeming obstinance should
be un~vered. A fact most
evident to members of the
administration who annually
attend graduation is the
brief period of time for

which the speaker talks.
His remarks are necessarily
short in that they are in
the midst of an already interminable ceremony.
He is
being paid, therefore, an
exorbitant sum for what may
amount to twenty minutes of
utterances.
If the address is memorable, the expense seems

justified. Yet what guarantee is there that any speaker will give such a presentation?
A prestigious name,
renowned personality, politician or performer may be
incapable of speaking well.
Telle, the presence of a dis-

tinguished figure lends a
certain air to the occasion.
Their name overshadows the
remarks they have to make,

but the import of this desired personage is probably
less significant than many
perceive.
Insofar_as therp.

~ontinned page 12
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Visiting
KIM LEWIS
The visiting directors
on campus during the past
academic year have been of
great benefit to both students of theater and the
Theater department as a
whole. They have brought
to Conn. their talents,
ideas, and experiences.
They have also brought diversityand
change which
can be seen in several di!ferent ways.
The Theater Studies department has only one fulltime professor, Linda Herr.
She, then, is responsible
for most of the administrative work, a full load of
classes, and the major production of the department
each semester. In having
found directors willing to
visit and work on campus,
she has eased her own work
load and is better able to
concentrate on her actual
job as a teacher and head
of the department. This is
also to the students' advantage, for they, then,
receive' the full attention
of both their professor
and their director.
There have been three
visiting directors this
year. Richard Termine who
directed The Birthday Party
last fall and Ted Chapin
who directed The Hostage
just before spring vacation
were paid by the Theater
Studies department, acting
only as directors and here
only during rehearsals and
performances. Morris Carnov sky has been here for
the entire year with a
Mellon grant. He is teaching an acting and directing
class as well as directing
The Merchant of Venice
which will be performed in
the beginning of May.
All three directors have
brought a degree of professionalism from past experience to their work here.
Exposure to professional
standards is helpful and
necessary to students both
onstage and backstage. In
a theater department as
small as that at Conn. with
many students working with
student, directors, a professional level is difficult
to maintain. Richard Termine
came to direct after having
just completed his master's
degree in theater at the
University of Connecticut.
Ted Chapin, a graduate of

DirectorsConn., has been working at
tbe O'Neill theater, the
National Theater Institute,
in Waterford. Morris Carnovsky has had a great deal of
experience and is well known
in the theatrical field,
particularly as a Shakespearian actor. Their backgrounds reflect differing
degrees of professionalism
as well as experience.
Their presence has offered
students a change not only
in the regular college program, but also a change
from one visitor to the next.
Diversity is also reflected in the different
ideas, methods, and perspectives of these men.
These include different
acting and directing techniques, different personal
priorities and expectations,
differnet habits, and even
differences in the types of
plays chosen to be performed. Differnet learning
experiences are of great
value to the student who is
then better able to choose
his own direction. Later
he or she is also better
able to deal with the different views and methods
of those in the professional
thea~er. Many theater students at Conn. have found
this experience and preparation the greatest adv&ntage in having visiting
directors.

_
The pr~sence of new,
visiting, and professional
directors has also had a
beneficial effect on the
department as a' whole.
It has instigated a certain
change among st~dents as
well as giving th~m the
opportunity of change.
Success in the. theater
business depends, of course,
upon talent, but because
theater is a world of close
intense cooperation, it
also depends, to a certain
extent, upon friends and
connections. Though Conn.
has a small theater department, many students
tend to fall into certain
smaller groups of influence
and remain within them
during years spent here.
The visiting directors,
however, have no knowledge
nor part in these groups.
Their· choices for student
parts and positions in
productions are uninfluenced
by associations, and because
of their visiting, professional status, their decisions are respected. This
change creates greater opportunity for certain .students and tends to put
greater stress on the development of talent alone
which is where the emphasis
should be placed.
The visiting directors
have been of benefit to

Letters from home
Letters from home tell me
They're still looking for the little Uxbridge boy
Lost in the blizzard, binding Winter to Horror.
Thousands, neighboring the small town gather
Fear pulling frantically through heavy drifts
for any trace of boy.
The mailman walkS his route slower now.
The boy was his friend; the laughter
Running close to his side, from porch to porch.
Worry frowns his face, unrelent~ng
Peering from place to place, gOlng where the boy
would go.
There's no more looking now, letters from home
would write.
Today the mailman rested on the porch steps where
The boy lived; and suddenllf' as if for no.reason
His eyes took in a small sllhouette emerglng
Beneath,patches of snow. '
.
.
The sun passes over huge mounds glazed w~th lee,
Melting each morning comes closer to Sprlng.
kef
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An inside job?
Conn. in these ways and in
many other general and
specific instances. Some
problems have arisen while
they have been on campus,
particularly with scheduling refearsal space and
time in accord with the
directors' obligations and
those of students. But thei~
presence has created a~more
inspirational
atmosphere

for theater students. And
the year's productions
have been well appreciated
by their audiences. The
directors themselves have
also benefitted from the
opportunity to direct, to
teach, and to work at Conn.

with good student talent.
Hopefully it will be possible to realize such
advantages and to engage
other visiting directors
in the year to come.

RESULTS OF EXECUTIVE
BOARD ELECTIONS

LISA PINES
Upon the students' return
to school on March twentysixth, no one reported to

Campus Safety that any thefts
had occured over break. This
would indeed seem to be good
news for those of us who
worry about valuable items
left in our room over vacations. Actually, however,
four known instances of theft
occurred during Spring vacation, but were not reported.
Students in a South
campus dorm and a Quad dorm
experienced thefts of small
items, none of great value.
In the South campus dorm,
where three of the four
thefts took place, one student had an old but very
II

•

Amy WilSon - 282
Jim Garvey - 218
Abstain - 127
Wri te-Ins - 17
Vice President.
Vuyo Ntshona - )41
Mike Litchman - 248
Kim Bowden - 1)9
Julie Schapiro - 125
Abstain - 122
Wri te-Ins - 8
JUdiciary Board Chairman.
Joel Mishkin - 600
Jeff Lupoff - 21)
Abstain - 144
Write-Ins - 15
Social Board Chairman.
John Azarow - )2~

few albums, leaving behind
valuable items, is rather
Physical Plant have access
to the dorms during closure.
They in turn let in cus-

back he noticed that at least
one of his albums was missin§
Perhaps most disturbing

todial help to clean the
dorms. They do not let
anyone into individual
rooms unless given permission by Dean Watson.

In the South campus
dorm previously mentioned,
all the doors in the
entered room were locked

to find her carefully alpha-

when the students left for

betized

vacation. The sense of
security this may give one
is false, however. The
other day in this dorm,
where three of the four
thefts took place, a stu-

records

out of order,

and at least two of them
missing.

Someone had had the

time to go through this
student's

record collection

and select the albums of
his/her choice. The same
student also had a small
quantity

of marijuana

taken,

which had been kept in the
back of her closet,

in a

tackle box. In addition to
the length of time the thief
must have been willing to
spend in this student's
rOom, one must also find it

odd that nothing of great
value was taken. A pocket
sized
cassette recorder and
a pair of sterio headphones,
both portable, valuable items
were left on a dresser, un-

dent locked himself out of
his room. Unable to find

the Housefellow to let him
in, he was SUbsequently
able to open the door with
a three by five index card.

'I'h
e students at
Connecticut College must
ask themselves how secure

their property really is
during vacations. And
perhaps more importantly,
we must wonder at exactly

who can be trusted.

•

touched.
These incidents were not
isolated to one dormitory.
rum bottle

ll

something

again

of little value to anyone
but its owner occurred in
a Quad dormitory. Obviously,
the issue is not the value
of the items that were taken,
~n fact, one must wonder

that nothing of value was
missed.

April 6, 1978

to break in and steal a

a friend's room in the same
dorm, for the duration of
the break, but was not there
when they returned. When
another student, again a
resident of this dorm, came

The theft of a "sentimental
Marty Johnson - 28)
Bob Porter - 154
Dianne Carter - 8)
Aba.tain - 82
Debbie Elstein - 57
Wri te-InB - 4

stances where locks which
are put on dorms over vacations were broken, and none
of the thefts occurred in
first floor rooms. In addition, the possibility of
an outsider risking arrest

unlikely.
Only Security and

again occurred in the same
dormitory. A student returned

- ))8

that they know of any in-

comfortable" jacket taken.
The jacket had been left in

is the third incident which
Presidentr
Janice Mayer

Essentially two possibilities exist as to whom
might be responsible for
these thefts. Either someone from outside the college
broke into the dorms, or
the thefts were the actions
of a member of college
personnel who was present
over break and had access
to the dormitories. Campus
Safety has not indicated

Someone

appropriated

items probably for personal
use and whose theft would
most likely go unreported.

Game to our next
ite fly
/.:
C~llfor detail, /t

iJ~~~~~~~On~eh
Pearl Street
Mystic,
Connecticut

06355
GO"~/l'

(203) 536 -0220
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Equality
in dining------_
BARBARA PRIEST
Are students ripping
off the dining halls or
are the dining

halls rip-

ping off students? Actually, both are taking
place. Why are students
sneaking their friends int~ and loaves of bread out
of, the dining halls? M

.Jay

Alperen stated three reasons in his past letter

to

the editor. the claim that
the cafeteria will never
miss the food, that it is
compensation for past meals
that were skipped, and
that everyone is doing it.
These may be some of the
reasons, but I would like
to suggest another I stu-

dents feel that the dining
halls have been ripping
them off and deserve to be
ripped off in return. The
validity of this reasoning
may be determined by the
individual

reader,

but we

"17e;;etariamli
ba.-e a legitimate

gripe when

all should understand why
this reasoning

exists.

Some people on this
campus feel that they are
being cheated by the
school's

current

meal plan.

All students living on
campus

at Connecticut College paid $810.00 this
year for room and board.

Is it fair that people who
never eat breakfast or
people who never eat meat

should pay the same fee as
those

who do? Is it fair

that people who go home
each weekend should pay
the same board fee as
those who remain and eat
meals? What about the con--

stant dieters who eat only
salads

and cottage

cheese,

should they pay the same
amounts

for their meals

as

the students with hearty
appetites

who take second

helpin~s of everythin~
Something should be done
in a situation that appearf
to be this unfair to so
many students.

Many colleges do provide their students with
a choice of meal plans.

The University

of Bridge-

port provides students
with four choices I all
meals during the week,
1 unch and dinner every day
(14 meals a week), all
meals from Monday through
Friday (15 meals a week),

or any ten meals

they complain

about payhlg

dents three options I all
meals (19 or 20 per week),
15 meals per week, or 10
meals per week. At the
University of Connecticut
there are different residence halls, serving different amounts of meals
per week and charging dif-

ferent board fees. If these
schools, along with many
others, were able to find
workable meal plans offering choices, it does not
seem to be an unreasonable
or impossible idea for

Connecticut College.
It is impossible to produce a completely fair
meal plan, but steps
should be takEn to make
our present plan fairer.
We could, for instance,

have the option of paying
for either every meal
during the week, or for

all meals excluding breakfasts.

The two options

could be distinguished by
different

color ID cards,

which would be checked at
meals

as they currently

are. The only time that a
very close check would be
necessary is at breakfast, because all students

would have paid for lunch
and dinner.

Such a plan

per week.

would still be unfair to

Bentley College and the
College of William and
Mary both offer their stu-

students who leave on
weekends or students who
eat small portions, but

at least

for meat ... "
it is a step in

the right direction. When
considering such a pla~,
we should

keep in mind

that there would be a decrease in some students'
board fees, but an increase in others'. Because
this school now assumes
that most people will miss
an occassional meal, students planning to eat all
m~als would pay more than

they currently do. Those
eating the food would
be paying

for it, rather

than being supported by
other students' fees.
Vegetar~ans have a

legitimate gripe when they
complain about paying. for
meat, the most expenslve

type of food, that th:y do
not eat. It would be ~mpractical to charge vegetarians
a cheaper board fee because

of the difficulty of regulating who is and who is
not eating meat during meals.
But, vegetarians should be
assured of nutritious, highprotein meals. This school
has done well in providing
vegetarians with cheese,
eggs, yogurt, wheat germ,
and whole wheat breads_.But

I would like to see add1tional items like: bean
sprouts, chick peas, and
sunflower seeds. Because
these products are also expensive, it mignt be most

Springames
practical to serve them in
one, centrally located dorm
during lunch, dinner, or at
both meals. A vegetarian
dining room would assure
all students that are not
eating meat of a well balanced, high-protein meal,
whether they be constant
vegetarians or any student
wishing to do without meat
for a meal. Until such a
dining hall could determine
how many students attend
its meals, an estimate of
the amount of food to be
prepared could be determined
through a survey. I believe
that there are enough vegetatians on this campus to
justify the existence of a
vegetarian dining room for
one or two meals a day.
We need to ackno~ledge
the fac~ that both the
students and the current
meal plan are ripping each
other off. This process
will continue to occur until each side is willing
to compromise. Dining halls
will not go· out of their
way for students who are
stealing from them, and
students will not stand for
dining halls that install
an unfair meal plan.
•

Lecture
On April 18th at 8,00 PM
in Dana Hall, Professor
Nadav Safran of Harvard University will be speaking
about the current issues in
the Middle East. This event
is part of the Middle East
Symposium sponsored by the
Chapel Board.
Professor Safran is 52
years old and was born of
Jewish parentage in Cairo. At
the age of 21 he moved to
Palestine and five years later he came to the United
States for higher education.
For the past twenty years he
has been a professor of
Government at Harvard University. Professor Safran
has written two books. His
first book "From War to War"
is a discussion of the first
twenty years of the ArabIsraeli conflict. His second
book "The Embattled Ally".
which is a discussion of
Israeli history, the course
of the Arab-Israeli conflict.
and Israeli-American relations has just been published.

MARTY JOHNSON
Spring has descended on
Connecticut College once again. How can you tell?
Just look arounq and you'll
find it very easy to spot
some sure signs of spring.
Take a short walk across
Harkness Green and you'll
find yourself bombarded by
LaCrosse balls, softballs
and frisbees. Right in the
middle of it all stands
Harkness House. On warm,
sunny days, Harkness reminds
one of a huge Victrola radio
blasting out tunes to the
frolicking crowds below.
People have pulled the first
remnants of their summer
wardrobe out of mothballs in
anticipation of the coming
heat wave. Even members of
the preparatory persuasion
have been seen strolling about the campus in bermuda
shorts and other vibrant
garments - a reliable barometer of impending spring
weather if there ever was
one. People are out running
in full force in what apB
pears to be a vain effort at
rolling off a few layers of
winter insulation. And already the annual question of
importanc~ to most everyone
on this campus has been uttered several times: "~ihere
do you want to live next
year?"
Spring continually seems
to be a time of rejuvenation
and innovation. Some new
fad always seems to peak around springtime, and the.
whole campus, willfully or
not, participates •. The
other evening I was assured
by a supposedly reliable
source that a new game
would sweep the campus this
spring, and would be. as she
ebulliently stated. "All the
ragef"
Naturally I decided to
pry a bit and discover what
the new "rage" was. My informer willfully divulged
the secret with very little
prodding.
"It S very easy to play','
she said. "You can play it
all the time. Suppose you
are walking back from the
library. About 150 feet ahead of you is your opponent
heading towards you. Regardless if you know this
person or not, your objec~
tive is to pass without
recognizing this person at
all. A good technique is to
begin looking the other way
at least 25 feet before you
I
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pass, thus avoiding eye contact all together. Another
is to SUddenly find interest
in'the area immediately around your feet. However,
the popular style seems to
be a continuous forward"gaze
while totally ignoring the
existence of the "passing
person. No verbal exchange
can be made. A score of ten
points ws awarded if no verbal or gestural greeting is
made, thus successfully ignoring and alienating your
opponent. You must deduct
ten points if any verbal
exchange is attempted - even
if you say nothing,but your
opponent does. There are
certain bonus tactics you
can use, such as jumping in
bushes, hiding between cars
or doing a complete about
face and heading in the OpH
posite direction. These
moves must not be blatant.
but performed nonchalantly.
The bonus tactics, if performed properly, will net
you five points! You see
how easy it is," she giggled.
"And the wonderful thing is
you can play it anywhere.
In the bar, in hallways or
even parties!"
"It sounds like a hell
of a lot of fun. but clearly
you must be joking. Who in
their right mind would play
such an idiotic game?"
"Why, everybody will,"
she said assertively. "I
think it I S a great idea!
As I walked back to my
room that evening ~feeling
very sorry for that somewhat
crazed young lady) some very
odd things happened. As I
passed Branford, a gentleman
heading in my general dicection suddenly disappeared
between some parked cars. I
thought it was rather od~.
but strange things have been
known to occur in the vicinity of Branford. As I approached J.A., I spied a
young lady heading in my
direction. About 15 feet in
front of me she darted and
sprang head first into some
near-by shrubbery. "15
points!" I yelled. I be.
lieva the game is catching
on.
•
I

to

Partlcipate in the area's
premier live call-in talk
show: "Late Night New London". Call 447-252) or
campus extension 314.
Wednesday nights l1pm-lam.
on WCNI 91.5 FM.Host: Scott
Calamar.
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The brotherhood
SCOTT CALAMAR
It comes and it goes.
At some times it's very
strong, I can tell what everyone around me is going to
say before they say it.
There are even times when I
can tell what p@ople ar~
thinking. Not deep thoughts
or hidden

secrets,

but what

they honestly think when I'm
with them. I callout to
them, too, in my head, but
they never seem to hear me.
They never answer.
Some days my esp doesn't

work at all. It's just like
it used to be. There was
quiet

inside

my head,

one voice - my own.

only

Now I

hear all these voices and
it's conrusing. I'm starting
to get used to it; I can focus in on one mind or block

everything out but my own
thoughts. But it still comes
and goes as it pleases. I
get it a lot more now than I
used to.

In the last year my hair
has fallen out. Every strand
of it. My scalp hair, my
beard, arm, leg and all body
hair. I think I must have
been exposed to radiation.
Went to the doctor when it
first started falling out;
he said that

there

was no-

thing much that he could do
about it.
Gave me some vitamins which didn't help.
He told me what I had wasn't
really that exotic; he had a
few patients with it. There
were

no other

symptoms

shrunk and disappeared.

1

I'm

beach or anyplace where I
must bare my body.
I saw
this specialist about two
weeks ago and showed him my
hands, feet and hairless bo-

dy.

diet and exercise.

Then

I

asked him what brotherhood is

too ashamed to go to the

His advice was that I

HI thought you said you
weren I t reading my mind now, II
the doctor accused, 'like SO
many others.
"It came back.
I want to
know what's wrong with me.
What does brotherhood
mean?"
"If you want to know, why

should take up the piano,
stop climbing trees and refrain from going out naked

don't you pick it out of my
brain?" replied the doctor
testily.

on a cold day. He also told
me that I wasn't anything

"Because I can't pick
your brain.
Doctor, I'm paying a consulting fee for
this visit, and now I'm con-

special.
He's had eight
cases of the same thing in
the last six months.
However, the interesting

thing was not what the doctor
said, but what he thought.
He was disturbed by my presence.
He was intimidated,
almost scared by me.
He
could not read my mind, and
made it a point to ask if I
was reading his at the time.
Of course I said no.
He
didn't believe me.
He was
wishing I would leave.
But this is where my power fails me.
I tried to
delve into his deeper
thoughts, in hopes of extricating.the true nature of my

malady, if he knew it; but I
couldn't. I couldn't tell if
I am a terminal

diation-poisoning

thing else.
didn't

case of raor some-

What else, I

sulting you.

What is the

brotherhood?"
lilt is an organization

for people like you.
where

I suggest

That's

you go now.

I can do nothing for you.
You're better off to go to
your own kind. I will give
you their

local

address.

They will tell you all you
need to know. I will refund
your consulting
Branstrom.

fee, Mr.

II

I did not go to the ad~
dress the doctor gave me that
day, even though it was only
one-o'clock
when I left his

office. I was afraid of what
I'd find - some half-way
house for mutants probably.
I decided to go back to my
office instead. If I processed twice my quota of
credit ratings today, I
could do three times my

know and was almost

afraid to find out.

''A, lone human is nothing. The days

or ef-

of the lone human are eoming

fects then, just baldness.
I got myself a wig and some
fake brows and lashes
body notices when 1 m

Al-

most like hemorrhoids.
I look like a freak,

sa nodressed

to an end."

But stripped, I look like a
martian.
I haven't been to
bed with a woman for a year
now.
There are a few other
things, too.
I've lost two

toes and 'gained two fingers.
I know it sounds bizarre,
it's true.
I noticed the

but

fingers early. I thought
that my hands were swelling
up. Then I got a bump at the
bottom and to the outside of
each little finger. It progressed to a stump and within
four
ther

months, I developed anosmall finger on each

hand. They work nicely, and
will probably come in handy
when

my coordination

devel-

ops. I must confess that I
didn't notice that my little
toes were going until they
were almost gone. They just

I have found that the
best way to bring a thought

quota - easy - if I had to.
I allowed myself the .

to the surface

luxury of doing two narcoreefers before going to bed

is to ask a

question that should elicit
that thought as an answer.
I asked the doctor if I was
a mutation

of evolution.

that night, sO I didn't wake
up until

It

was a success. BANG. I had
almost hit it on the head,
but I didn't realize it. His
thoughts gave mild agreement
and a few other disjointed
images.

The strongest

was a wora.

one

BROTHERHOOD.

I

almost

noon

the

next day. I had a quick
lunch, and took the Transystem downtown to 1801
Aroja street. 1801 was a
renovated twentieth century
store front.
The window and
door glass was reflective,
so
I could not see inside.. Hand

painted on both window and

usually receive thoughts,
images, abstracts, the picture worth a thousand words.
Sometimes disjointed phrases
even.
But there was one very
prominant word in his mind.

the threshold.

BROTHERHOOD.
I waited a couple of minutes, making small talk about

Entering that store, that
room, was like emerging from
a dark prison cell to a

door was the word.

hood.

Brother-

I took a deep breath

and opened the door.
A rush
of air conditioning
met me on
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GoodbyeColumbus--------l
courty~rd filled with sunshine.
Walls broke down in
my head, spaces were created
and filled in my mind.
Hands

of thought reached out to
caress

the tender

of my brain.

grey matter

I was no longer

that perfect

mate.

'

I was expanded, there is more
of me, there is more purpose,
more pride in life.
A lone
human is nothing.
The days

of the lone human
to an end.

are coming

They reached out to touch
me, assure me, comfort me but there was no one in the
room.
All at once I knew
their

names:

Magia,

Gefray,

Peter,

Orien

Denid

and Toff.

There would be more. They
knew my name and why I had
come.

They

greeted

welcomed me.

me,

they

They directed

me to the room they were

in.

They blessed me and told me I
had found my home.
The six were seated on
cushions

on a lichen-carpeted

floor. One of them I believe it was Gefray; gave me
the courtesy of addressing
me
verbally.
"Sit down, Aurrie.

Have some tea and sympathy."
I sat and scanned them, as

they requested I do.
were

hairless

They

and each of

their hands had the extra
finger. Most of them had a
matching ring on that finger.
As repulsive and alien as
these beings would have
seemed to me at one time, a
year of looking in the mirror

had conditioned me to accept
them

as friends - as brothers
The information
flow in

my head had slowed down - almost to a halt.

There

were

The now settled
strike has recently

coal
brought

to the attention of the na~

alone.
It was like finding love
meeting

DONALD GOLDBERG

tion the recurring problem
of energy resources and
their limitations.
But will
this be another "oil crisis"
of a few years back, which
for a short time actually
had people conserving gasoline - it slipped everyone's
mind, as if the problem had
been solved?
Columbus, Ohio, my home
town, spent this past winter
with virtually no electricity. Like many cities of its
size which depend primarily
on coal for power, the coal
strike had devastating
effects on its residents and
industries.
With no usable
alternate resources for en~
ergy, my parents and about a
million other residents of
Columbus lived their winter
in one room of their house,
with a fireplace, towels
stuffed under the doors to
keep the heat in, and the
thermostats mandatorily

turned to.the fifties.

All

unneccessary
lights were
turned off, including street

lights and freeway lights.
(Remarkably,
there was no
significant
increase in
crime;
imagine New York

City without any street
lights.) All businesses
were ordered to cut their
electrical consumption by

50% or they would be closed
down.
But this article is not
about Columbus, or the coal
strike, or about the energy
crisisj
everybody knows a-

little things planted,
glimpses of something that I

bout these problems.

The

must

problem

atti-

not fear,

for it is the

destiny I share with these
people. Slowly, deliberately, the thoughts of Gefray
explained what I had now
guessed to be true.
"Rest and contemplate,
Brother Aurrie, for you have

had a very difficult year.
The maturation

is the hardest

experience.
The first time
you ever heard another voice
in your own head, the anxi-

ety of losing your hair and
the birth

fingers.

of your new

Growing pains.

the wondering;

always

And

con-

scious of the fact that you
are undergoing

here is about

Why do we ignore the

need for alternate forms of
power as the present ones
run out, just as we ignored
the oil problem of a few
years ago? We no longer di-

rectly feel the effects of
the situation,

thing you will probably ever

toes,

tude.

a transition.

()ontinued on p.l:!

so we assume

that the problem is solved.
We have been aware of the
energy shortage for years,
but it takes something as
minor as a coal workers
strike to point out to us
that we have not been developing alternate resources as
we should.
In areas such as
Chicago and Cleveland, where
nuclear energy accounts for

nearly half of the power
consumed,

the coal strike

had had little. effect. Perhaps then, the 'development
of nuclear reactors is a viab~e solution, .although it
st~ll takes from ,six to
twelve years from conception
to operation of a nuclear

facility.

But un~il we can

be sure that such power is
safe, other sources, such as
solar, should be developed.
I doubt, however, that many
p~ople would be against nuclear energy in Columbus
right now, if it is the only

alternative.

We should be

pressing government for
other safe means instead of
protesting the already existing plants.
For, as Columbus epitomizes, the energy problem is here and now.
People are cold and places
are dark, and it will remain
this way forever, unless we
show some involvement in deyelping a reasonable alternative, and not sit back expecting some impotent gov~
ernment agency to handle the
entire problem.
For when
the actual shortages reach
the East Coast, as they will
soon do, people will not
care where their heat comes

from.

And it will probably

be nuclear generators, which
sO many are so against, that

will supply it.
People,

however,

can

tolerate a little cold and
dark here and there. But
when the industries don't
have enough electricity to

keep open, and they must lay
off their workers, the situation becomes dangerous.
Unemployment
is high enough,
and the economy will suffer

greatly.

This is about to

happen in Columbus.
The answer,is obviously

to quit ignoring the problem
just because

we have not

felt it here yet.
evitable;

It is in-

coal and oil are

limited. People must puqh
for the development of alternate resources, or expect
the crisis to happen.
And
as the situation becomes
critical, we cannot afford
to treat it as we have

treated the oil shortage.

•

April 14Loudon Wainwright at the
Shaboo - Willimantic, CT
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Let me out! ------------NJICHAEL HETSKO
This is the time of year
when many questions concerning next year~ dorm: assignments arise.
Generally speak·
ing, students understand the
lottery process as it is
quite thouroughly
explained
in the information iss~ed
by Dean Watson's offic~.
Where the many questions origionate is in the petition
for room changes.

Many students have the
assumption that their petitions

for a room change

will be automatically
granted if they suffer through
three years either in· the
complex or in some other
undesirable
dorm.
While itis
true that some petitions

_

while other students who
have been in the complex
for three years have had
their requests ignored.

the other student in the
complex, she replied that
frankly it would be. But

They also believe that stud-

she went

ents who have avoided

if she did she would be
faced with changing the
fire and infirmary lists
that must be kept accurate

the

lottery (due to being at
another school during the
spring semester) often receive choice rooms simply
by calling in late in the

summer.

They believe that

these students are receiving preference over more
deserving students.
To cite
an example, last spring a
certain student· "who was not
here due to health reasons,
and was thus not in" the

lottery, called in during

that any students will be
granted a room change.

the summer and received a
choice south campus room.
Another student who was in
Lambdin his freshman year,
Larrabee his sophomore year,
Wright his junior year, and
again Wright his senior year,
was denied a room change.

Dean Watson, when question as to the process in-:

It would seem that this student would be the logical

volved in deciding'who ,wIll
or will not reC~lve a room

choice for a room change,
but under the current system
this is not the case.

may be granted to such students, it should be remembered
that tpere are no guarentees

change, explained that in
reality very .few changes can
be granted.This
isdue to sev·

is a

20% seniors.

for each dorm.
After interviewing Dean
Watson, I come away feeling

fairly secure ;that 'any'charge
of personal favoritlsm is
exaggerated. But I do beli'eve that something can
be done to perhaps increase
the chances of a deserving
petitioning
student to move
into a more personably desirable dorm.
I cannot be-

li'eve ,hat it would be that
much trouble to consult the
list of petitioners when a
room becomes available

rather than automatically
putting in a student who
was not in the lottery with
no regard to his previous
housing placements.
Dean Watson claims that
she is overworked and does

not have the time to figure

A solution to this seemingly unfair siuation might
be to increase the staff-

that handles housing.
doing this it would

includes 30% freshmen, 30%
juniors,

that

stands in the housing depart-

ents, based on sex and st anding, to be placed in each
dorm.
For most dorms, this
20%

on to explain

ment.

quota system which states
roughly the number of stud-

sophomores,

dowm south and put

out how she can move around
the students whenever a room
becomes available as she now

eral factors. Last year
fewer than thirty changes
were made.
First of all, there

senior

By

seem

that the pe~itioning process

and

would become a fairer instrument in the room select~
ion process.

For the most

part, the dorms meet three
requirements
after the lot-

tery. To start moving students around wholesale might
strip the complex of all

The'crux of the whole
issue involves student frustrations.
Many students who

seniors.
Secondly, there a~e j~st
not many rooms ava.i.Labf,e for

have been unlucky in the
lottery feel that they are

moving students int~ after
'the lottery. All one, can

year to have that choice to

hope

for is that

entitled

make sure that each resident
student has a room.
The
petition process only exists
to give a student a ch~~e to
mOve if all other condltlons

have been met.
Many students believe
that the granting of room
changes are not made fairly
and that

Qompiiment to the lottery,
t akang

off.

Third, and most importantly, Dean Watson explained
that she is obliged only to

some, "undeserving"

students have been moved

senior

live where they want.
The
petitioning
process, it
would seem, should be a

someone

in a des~rable dorm will
drop out of school or take
a semester

in their

care o.r those students who have not been

Mowin;;- Nonth?

placed in a desirable loc-

When asked about this

ation.
Unfortunately,
even
under ideal circumstances

particular

instance,

Dean

Watson stated that in this
case a room in south campus

became available shortly
before the student called in
As stated previously, she
filled the room with the
student

who had no room,

rather than move a petitioning student into this available space. When asked if
she thought it fairer to
move the complex ridden

this would be impossible
as there simply are not
enough rooms available on
south campus to accomadate
everyone who deserves to

be placed there. But more
can be done ..
to place those
who are deserving in rooms
when they become available
rather than filling them
with the first person whO
comes along.
•
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Skatingrink,continued-----------11.00 PM), and the ages of

considering the skati~g rink
(and just the skating rink)

who,

for over a month

rent ice time (under 14).

now-The

Long Range Planning and
Development

Committee.

But the administration
When

this matter was brought to
the attention of the committee early this semester the
decision was already made
that we would have the rink,
and the committee was only
to make recommendations
concerning site. In its consideration,
though, some
members of the committee

have brought up the question
of whether

or not we really

need the skating rink. Mr.
Ames has made it clear, however, that this is not what

the committee
considering,

should be
as the decision

is already made. Undoubtedly
though if the committee had
been less hostile, or even
favorable, to the rink, Mr.
Ames would have pointed to

the Long Range Planning and
Development
Committee as a
major factor in his decision.
The Committee has even

been thwarted in its attempts
to truly decide what site
the skating rink will occupy.
From

the beginning

Mr. Ames

and Mr. Knight have favored
the South site (south of the
tennis

courts)

from the community,

and this

is

may
has

stuck with the South site
against all opposition.
In
addition, no guarantee can
possibly be given as to how
long the time limits or age
limitations
will remain, or

whether they will

fall vic-

tim to the need for increased revenue.
The administration
has
been forced to "push" the
south site because, undesirable as it is, other
possible sites would be even
worse. Placing the rink on

college~owned property by the
river would necessitate
the
hazardous crossing of Route

)2. And placing it north of
Marshall (Where the old
rifle range presentlysi ts)
would create Ivehicular
traffic in an extremely dangerous area.
President Ames claims,
however, that one of the
primary reasons for having
the rink located on the cam-

pus (and in fact for having
the rink at all) is that
ultimately it will be a
multi-purpose building. The
President talks of using it
for dances, parties, basket-

the location they have stuck

ball games and a host of

with. The committee is put
in a precarious position
because it depends on Mr.

other activities.
But, in actuality, the
skating rink will never
achieve this potential. In
order to finance this project
the rink must be rented for

Knight for all information
concerning

utilities,

costs,

etc. Thus the committee
must try to obtain objective
who has already indicated

Youth Hockey, Mondav through
Friday 7.)0 PM-ll. 00 PM.Saturdays 6.00 PM-ll.00 PM.

his bias concerning
selection.

Charles Luce, Director of
Athletics,
has indicated

information

from a source
site

Recently. the committee
held a meeting in which
interested part~es were invited to offer their opinions
concerning the location of

the rink. William McCloy,
professor

of Art,

who

helped site the Cummings Art
Center, indicated that he
believed that building the
rink at the south site would
be ecologically disturbing.
Edgar Mayhew, director of
the Lyman Allyn Museum was
vehement

in his condemnat1on

of the South site, and
George Kasparek, professor
of chemistry, who lives
across from the proposed
si te a Lao indicated h.i s , and
his neighbors'
great d1spleasure.
The administration's
answer has been to alter the
number of hours the rink

will be used

(8.00 AM -

that this rental schedule
could not be disrupted more
than four or five tim~s a

month. This is hardly the
multi-purpose usage that Mr.
Ames is talking about.
There are other examples
of how the administration
has contorted arguments put
forth by students in·order
to support its own position.

In a draft of a letter to
the faculty the Presiaent
puts forth the following
argument for the skating
rink," If we fail to provide a SUfficiently
broad
range of extracurricular
opportunities,
prospective

has remained a "joke" of a
student c~hter, this'never
seemed tQ bother Mr. Ames.
Now he has suddenly "seen the

light" and the skating rink
will

solve the·p~oblem.

Another argument that
President

Ames puts forth

in

this letter is that, "Expanded
opportunities
in athletics,
as in other areas, by enabling Connecticut, to be more
selective in admissions,

~ill bring more highly
qualified students to the
College".

This is precisely

the argument th~t has been
put forth by a number of
stUdents who favor expanded
media programs, but their
requests have fallen on
deaf ears.
President Ames claims

that the skating rink is
vigorously supported by the
Athletic Department and the
Athletic Advisory Committee.
But these

two groups are

hardly Objective when it
comes to the question of
expanding athletic facilities.
Furthermore,
the President
.

says that the Admissions
Office claims that expanded
athletic facilities are
necessary, but Mr. Ames
couldn't really remember if
the need for a skating 'rink
was specifically mentioned.
And this is precisely
where we must draw a distinction. We do need expanded
athletic facilities, but must

a huge skating rink be part
of that expansion? Another
playing field, and perhaps a
track are priorities, but the
number.of people who are interested in hockey and
skating does not seem to

warrant such a building. Mr.
Ames claims that by building
the skating rink more
people will then become interested in hockey and ice-

skating. But this is a matter
of putting the cart before
the horse. We shouldn't be
crOWding another building
onto this campus in the
hopes that by its construction it will attract enough
people to warrant its existence.
But there is a sad note

to this story. And that is.
that the skating rink will
be built, because no one
on this campus gives a damn

students are more likely to

enough to try and stop it.

choose those colleges that
combine academic excellence
with a fuller measure of
other activity". It is

And as our verdant campus
turns into concrete and
steel we will have no one to
blame but ourselyes.
•

amazing that for all these
yea!s

th?t Cr9zier

Williams
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Brotherhood cont.
but not recognizing it for
what it is...
"The doctors, none of
them helping you or easing
your burden.
You even though1
you were going to die. You'v~
had a long hard year, Aurrie,
but it's over now.
You can
come to terms with youJself,

now.

We will help you.

are your brothers;

Cross~

puzzle

We

we are the

future of the human race.
Open your mind and take what
II

we have to offer."

~nior speaker coot.
will undoubtedly

be those

discontent with the choice
of speaker, no matter who he

might be, the spending of
extra monies on any speaker
would appear to be illegitimate.
The graduation speaker
is traditionally
someone

necticut College faculty or
administration would probab~
not occur to a graduating
senior.
However; there are
numerous advantages to this
route.
There are many distinguished professors within

the eonnecticut College faculty. Their ability to
make a short, but effective
address is relatively un-

questionable.

A faculty

member may be able to make
remarks more directly relevant and closer to the graduates than an outsider.
He
will have contacts with individuals in the class, and

general knowledge of the entire body. Because this
professor

has a distinct

affiliation

with the stu-

dents, he may be more generous and liberal in consider-

ing the fee.

If money is

saved, even only in travel
expenses, it can be appro-

1.

2.

3.

prepares

Let f s Make· __

4·

hurr,.

14.

student.
Commencement
is
the beginning.
An.insider
will be more sensitive, experienced and aware of this
phenominon.
•

7.

17. moves in

19. 1'orbidden
20. island in S. Pacific

25.

23.

give up; slang
drlve back
ocean

26.

Sullivan;

21.

pl.

27. perceive

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
18.

concept
one who naps
Qrficer; abbr.
_ time; intermission
margarines

Spanish priests
French play part
grill
fanatical

is adjascent

vfbr-e t r on

22. Irishman

29. send out

24·

31. French salt
33. meuntaln on Crete

metric liquid unit

27.
28.
30.
32.
35.
38.
39.

Asian country
Norse poems
entire
_
Alamos
severity
French friend
African river
melancholy
__
dull moment
c 1·t"Y in France
pre venter
unhappy; 2 words

54. __

54.

following

57.

56.

get up

34. helicopter part
36. Boston airport
totals

40.

42.
44·
45.
47.
49.
50.

cover with metal
trailer truck
Mexican Indian
stormed
_
we meet ••.
noise

53.

adore
bishop's

52.

61.

again

af.fica
carte
dove sound
label again
__
- not; flower

64· fly again

speaker more fully before
a myopic decision.
Graduation is the last activity one takes part in as a

6.

16. crustacean

their
making

5.

15. fete

59.

of graduation

1. herb

deep breaths

6. store
10. city of Taj Mahal

priated for other uses.
Future graduating
classes might contemplate
choice

DOWN

ACROSS

from outside the college.
The prospect of a speaker 3h
who is a member of the Con-

67. three of a kind
68. maves en pay scale
.
70. Gaelic

71. American novelist
72. man's name
73. grains

74.
75,

measurement

royal

41.
43·
46.
48.
51.

55. British truck

58.

Greek letter

65.

continent

60. cerne_

you_
62. proceeds
63. ending for perlm

66. spool
69. but in Latin

